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Descriptive Summary

Title: L/SM Round-Up records

Dates: 1990-1995

Collection Number: 2001-30

Creator/Collector:

Extent: 1 manuscript box

Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: The L/SM Round-Up records document this clean and sober conference for people in all 12-step recovery programs. Its purpose was to provide a forum for leather people, people involved with sadomasochism (SM), and fetishists to share their experiences, strength and hope. The collection contains newsletters, financial records, meeting minutes, program information, correspondence, public relations materials and event flyers.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research. Mailing lists and other records holding the names, addresses, and/or phone numbers of individuals will be restricted for 20 years.

Preferred Citation
L/SM Round-Up records. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information

Scope and Content of Collection
The L/SM Round-Up records document this clean and sober conference for people in all 12-step recovery programs. Its purpose was to provide a forum for leather people, people involved with sadomasochism (SM), and fetishists to share their experiences, strength and hope. The collection contains newsletters, financial records, meeting minutes, program information, correspondence, public relations materials and event flyers.
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